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Reactive processes in ion-atom hybrid systems

The recent development of experiments for the combined trapping of cold ions and
cold neutral atoms has paved the way for studying interactions between these spe-
cies at extremely low energies [1]. Such cold ion-atom hybrid systems display a rich
chemistry including charge exchange and the formation of molecular ions by radiative
association. In the talk, we will review recent results on the characterization of these
reactive processes. We will also discuss their systematics across different systems and
explore their underlying dynamics [2].
In the second part of the talk, we will highlight a range of new developments in hybrid
trapping technology. First, we will discuss the combination of cold molecular ions with
ultracold atoms in order to study molecular effects in cold ion-atom interactions [3].
Second, we will present a new “dynamic” hybrid trap which enables the study of ion-
neutral collisions with a significantly improved energy resolution. Third, we will report
on progress towards realizing a completely “molecular” hybrid trap by combining traps
for cold neutral molecules and cold molecular ions.
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